On October 2018, Igcamalig Elementary School had sent an email to Lutoban
Foundation informing that the school badly needed a clean and safe water source. It
was also stated in the email that the only source of water is found below the hills and
rice field. The distance from the school is approximately 1 kilometre. Due to its slope
location, the pass going to the water well is slippery during rainy season and that
makes the school children unsafe and at risk, as well as the community.

On the following month, November
2018, our prayers were heard by the
foundation. Sir Ariel Pachica and Ma’am
Ritchel Pachica went to school to start the
construction of the Water Filtration and
hand washing facility amounting to €3500
(Php210, 376.36).

At
present,
the
school
children’s safety is safeguard. They do
not have to fetch water from the
water well and pass through the
dangerous path anymore. They don’t
have to carry a one-gallon of water
container every day. Because of the
kindness of the people working hand
in hand in the Lutoban Foundation,
the children are now able to drink
clean and safe water which is found
inside the school premises. They can
now also practice a proper hygiene
before and after eating. They are enjoying every drop
of water that touches their skin every time they wash
their faces and hands. They also savour cleanliness of
water every gulp when they’re thirsty. And they love
licking their teeth after brushing. The smile in their
faces is strongly expressing how much thankful they
are to the Lutoban Foundation.

Not
just
the
children are thankful
and happy to the
blessings that the school
had received but as well
as the parents. They are
now at ease that their
children are safe and
they can now cook the
foods easily during their
feeding schedule in the
school.

Teachers also benefited from the project. We don’t have to buy a jar of purified
drinking water from the city and bring with us as we travel to the school. Imagine from
the city proper, riding a tricycle is the only means of transportation, then reaching the
Passingtruck we have to transfer our loads to a carabao wagon in going to the school.
It is really hard to carry jars of water from the city to the peak of the mountain. In
addition, the community is also getting water from the water filtration.

The entire population of Igcamalig Elementary School
together with the parents are expressing their heartfelt gratitude
to the people behind the success of the water filtration and hand
washing project of the Foundation. Thank you very much and
God bless.

